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The Bard's Banner is published (hopefully) 4 times per
year, on a seasonal schedule. It is a publication of the
Shire of Tir Bannog, in the Principality of Tir Righ,
Kingdom of An Tir, of the Society for Creative Anachronism, Inc. It is not a corporate publication of the
SCA, nor does it delineate SCA policy.
Copyright 2012 Society for Creative Anachronism, Inc
This publication shall recognize those that submit articles, photos, etc. You won't be paid for your submission, but you will have the thanks of myself and our
readers.
If you find you need to contact me over something
herein, please send an email to: kj4mill@telus.net
Lastly, this publication is meant for the enjoyment of
all; share it amongst yourselves and your friends. At the
end of the day, if I've made someone smile, I've done
my job.
-Piers Lakewood (Kevin Miller)
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Welcome!

Fields of Gold 2012
Article and photos by Lady Medb
Tir Bannog's Fields of Gold event was held this
year over the July 6th weekend and was a smashing
success as always! The Fields of Gold Event started
with the honorary passing of the keys from The
Red Wolf Inn Keeper, Wlfryd, to Autocrat
Gwyneth verch Gryffin. She and her autocrat team
(Thorlakr, Sara, Celeste, Finn, Ardwyad and Rhiannon) put together a weekend full of fun and
laughter!

(Down to my last arrow at Burning Man)

Both the Heavy Fighting Championship and the

As I go to write this introduction I can feel the heat

Rapier Fun Tourney were held on the Saturday,

of the fireplace against my back, keeping me warm
against the chill of Fall. Outside, the thick blanket of

amongst beautiful sunny weather.

freshly fallen snow has repainted the world in monochrome, and more snow threatens. Sounds like a
perfect time to be inside where it’s warm, sipping a
hot chocolate and putting my thoughts into words…

So here we are at the lucky thirteenth issue! Inside
you’ll find our usual number of regular contributors.
We lead off with Lady Medb reporting in on the
Fields of Gold event from July. After that, Wlfryd of
Leedes returns with part IV of his History of the

(Another glorious day at the FoGEC site)

Fields of Gold Educational Centre. This issue finishes
with coverage of this year’s highly entertaining Burning Man is provided by yours truly.

The Heavy Tourney was hosted by last year's
Champion, His Lordship Markus Pheilsmid, who
opted for a Valhalla tournament.

Enjoy!

A total of six fighters competed for the title of Tir
Bannog's Heavy Champion (Bartholomus Helmsey, Alasdair MacGregor, Sigehere Skaerebaerd, Nikolaas d'Anvers, and Roibhilin Ocolman). After
many well-fought battles, Lord Bartholomus came
out the victor!
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Liam Dughlus, Elora and Rameriz Alsante), fighting
many a battle over bridges, and planks, and dueling
whilst being outnumbered! It was quite the fantastic
display, run by Castra D'or, and won by Josephine
Blackthorn!

(The chivalrous crew of contestants for the Heavy Tourney)

Last year at Fields of Gold Khudykha forgot to wear
his man-at-arms belt, and the punishment deemed
suitable was that he be smacked by said belt by all
the ladies present, for bringing shame to both his
Knight and his Lady.
This year the ever Lovely and observant Viscountess
Natal'ia noted that Markus was not wearing his
Squire's belt! At the behest of Markus' Lady, Her Excellency Natal'ia (as ranking noble present) concluded that the same punishment would stand.
However, as this was a greater offense (a Squire's belt
missing, as opposed to a Man-at-Arms) the punishment was to be twice that of the lesser offense!

(Six gallant fun-seekers ready to cross blades)

Her Excellency Viscountess Natal'ia held a class on
medicine with eight or so people in attendance. She
taught us about what ingredients were good for
what, and how to get a softer or more solid balm.
She also showed us how to make our own medicinal
balm! A very informative and enjoyable class! Each
of us left the class with our own container of lavender balm.
The Helm Auction, a Fields of Gold tradition, raised
$165 for site development this year! I managed to
nab a basket with a quick bid, and shared it with Helena (as this was her first event, and she'd missed out
on the basket she was hoping for). We spent a lovely
lunch with Roibhilin and his family, sitting on one
of the archery platforms.

Josephine Blackthorn, as last year's Midsummer
Rose, put forth the competition of writing a tale of
(“Now, sir… HOW many ladies did you say attacked you?”)
how the Midsummer Rose originally came to be!
Shortly after the “festivities,” the rapier fighters took There were four women who entered pieces - Castra,
to the field. There were another six competitors in
Terina, Natal'ia, and this humble scribe. Castra's
all (Josephine Blackthorn, Castra D’or, Tewl Gover, touching tale of a mother's love for her departed
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daughter won the hearts of everyone present, and

The evening ended with much singing and story-

took the title of Midsummer Rose. Following Cas-

telling around the bardic fire; a wonderful cap to

tra’s crowning as our new Rose, our previous Gallant such a lovely day.
Thorn, Hellayna, challenged the men to a wooing
contest, of the best (or worst) pick-up lines they
had! Thorlakr immediately stood up, and approached Castra with his best line. Most of the men
present (and many of the women) set forth to enchant our newly crowned Midsummer rose with
their best lines!

After everyone had done their best and their worst,
four of the men were bound in a deadlock, and were

(The Archery Championship about to begin)

asked to bring their next best line: Thorlakr,
Avenier, Thomas, and Ramirez. In the end our Midsummer Rose had to choose the one that actually
made her blush, making Ramirez the new Gallant
Thorn!
Later in the evening Wlfryd took nearly everyone
on site for an Adults tour of the Fields of Gold site.
It was very a informative tour of all the buildings on
site, and ended at the Red Wolf Inn with an amazing
bellydance performance by the gorgeous and enchanting Darya!

Sunday brought more beautiful weather, and the
Archery Championship tourney! His Lordship Tewl
Gower hosted the tournament as the Defending
Champion. We had MANY competitors, of all ages
and skills for the archery tourney; about nineteen
competitors with a whole crowd of people watching.
In the end our new Archery Champion was Roibhilin Ocolman!
There were over 55 people to the event, with more
than five first-time SCA eventers!
The Lovely Ladyship Galeena, and Lord Giovanni
from the Machiavelli household, as well as Rameriz
Alsante travelled all the way from Borealis to attend
the event!
The Autocrat passes along a special thanks to all who
helped out in the planning, organizing, set-up, and
running of the event! It takes many people to put
on such a wonderful event, and couldn't be done

(“Look closely, gentlefolk… made from real wood!”)

without you all!
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I would also like to pass my thanks along to everyone who helped me with this article! My memory is
that of a goldfish, and I would never have pulled this
off without the copious amount of help from everybody! So Thank-you!
This event is, and shall remain, my personal favourite. It's the event I try to get to every year, no matter how far away I am. The people, the atmosphere,
and the fun had are always well worth the travel,
which is why I tell everyone I can about it. Thankyou Gwyneth and your Autocrat team, as well as the
shire of Tir Bannog for another memorable event!
(The Russian house)

framed the platform and Leto, Thorlakr, Wlfryd, and
Rhiannon leveled the platform with the supervision
of Britta and Ysabelle. Thorlakr built the set of stairs
and the landing in front. The walls were constructed
by Wlfryd, Betha and Tewl while the floor and walls
were painted by Rhiannon.

(A big “thumbs up” for another successful Fields of Gold)

The History of Fogec,
pt.4
By Wlfryd of Leedes
Russian House
The Russian House, located on Tewl’s Trail, was ex(Russian house from a different view…)
cavated in early 2006, along with the Norman
House and the Carpenter shop. The floor was leveled
and framed that same year along with the construction of the half walls, which were painted just before The above photo, taken before construction of the
Fields of Gold 2006. Rhiannon and Wlfryd excacarpenter shop, shows the canvas covers and unvated for this tent platform, while Thorlakr and Leto painted walls of the two tent platforms.
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Norman house

(The Palazzo in all its glory)

was provided by Gwyneth, Ardwyad, Thorlakr,
Wlfryd, Rhiannon, Suna, Tewl and Betha. The interior decorations, sheet rock, plaster and wallpaper
were added by Gwyneth, Ardwyad, Suna and Rhiannon in 2008.
(The Norman house)

The Norman House, located on Tewl’s Trail, was excavated by Bartholomus and Leslie in 2006. Ardwyad did some of the digging for us using a bobcat
borrowed from Hans Saefkow. The floor was leveled
and framed that same year along with the construction of the half walls, which were painted just before
Fields of Gold 2006. Construction by Wlfryd, Tewl,
Betha and Rhiannon.

The Strawberry garden beside the Palazzo was added
in the spring of 2010. Another set of ever bearing
strawberry plants were added in May 2011 along with
a number of other berry plants.
Street Signs

Street Signs began to
appear on site in 2006.
The signs were sketched
Ca’Gryphano Palazzo
by students of Mount
Construction of the Palazzo began in 2005 with the
Elizabeth Secondary
front half of the platform where the Palazzo now
School in Kitimat, cut
sits. An addition to the platform was done in 2006
out by Wlfryd, painted
to double the size of the footprint. The Palazzo is
by Sybil and Wlfryd and
located on High Street along the East Common.
installed by Tewl and
Construction provided by Wlfryd, Rhiannon,
Wlfryd. The metal
Gwyneth, Thorlakr, Ardwyad, Tewl and Betha.
scroll work was done by
students of senior metal
classes of Mount ElizaBy the end of 2007 the walls, doors, windows and
beth Secondary School
roof were on. The fancy window trim was added and
in Kitimat. Most signs were completed and installed
the front railing along with the arches were completed and painted. Construction during this phase by Fields of Gold 2007.
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declared the winning shot. This went down to a tiebreaking round, with the two closest archers shootOn one of the last Saturdays in September (the 22nd ing again. In the end, the Wolfpack won the event,
for those who are keeping track), the Red Keep held and a game Lord Nikolaas D’Anvers was subjected to
host to our latest Burning Man. Put on by Boar
a circle of “shame,” where he was mocked and ridiMountain Hold (Burns Lake’s Household within the culed (and hugged?) for a minute.
grand Shire of Tir Bannog), this gathering has been
gaining a reputation for it’s fun-filled Archery
shoot, and this years did not disappoint.

Burning Man 2012

(The not-quite eternal rivals prepare to be pierced)

(Checking out the first (of many) targets)

The shoot, put on once again by Kurgan the Mad
(of Cold Keep), featured an array of interesting targets over four rounds of shooting. First up for the
courageous archers were, ummm… diseases. The
idea behind the colorful pictures was to try and
(And another of the Wolf’s (coyote’s?) plans backfires…)
shoot for the medieval disease that you would want
After the challenge, the third round consisted of
to catch, being of course the one you think you’d
points and words. If you hit a word like SPIN, for
most likely recover from!
instance, you were able to make one of the shooters
on the next line spin around 10 times before shootNext up on this beautifully sunny day was a chaling. Also, you could make them use a mini-bow, or
lenge between supporters of Boar Mountain Hold
have them shout a phrase every time they shot.
and those behind the Wolfpack. Here you had to
fire at cartoon heads of a Wolf and a Boar, and the Much laughter and merriment rang out over this
closest arrow to the center of the mouth would be one!
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Finally, with the shoot winding down, Kurgan the
Mad revealed his final challenge: Zombies!!
Whether Kurgan had taken to necromancy (or a
color printer) we know not, but he had brought
with him an entire zombie family to try and shoot
down!

(Aim for the head! Aim for the head!)

With the last of the zombies wiped out (or left
crawling ineffectually around), our Lady of the List,
HL Betha, tallied up the final results of the day and
announced the lucky winner who would be setting
alight the Burning Man that evening: HL Tewl
Gover, her husband!
(Pictured: not the Swiss Family Robinson)

By now, with all the shooting and laughing and
Each line would also score bonus points for killing
spinning over with, it was time to be settling into a
or crippling the whole family, so it was also a coop- good meal. The crowd moved from the archery pit
erative round. Of the 5 lines of shooters, 3 were
back up to the yard outside the Red Keep itself, and
successful in downing the entire zombie clan. As for with a quick round of organization (thanks again,
the other 2 lines, well, there are conflicting stories as Lady Alys and Catalina!), the meal was ready.
to who really survived that day….

(digging in to another wonderful meal)
(The first (and most successful) line of archers in action)

After having our fill, everyone sat around and visited
with friends old and new. As the night finally began
to fall, we began to make our way back down to the
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archery pit to see the Burning Man light up. This
year, in an attempt to have the burning arrow actually work, our target was laying down. When it
came time to set him on fire, however, the
Whoomp! of flame was pretty much the same as if
he’d been upright… and the crowd was mesmerized
by the flames, as always.

other “behind the scenes” helpers who make things
go so smoothly; and finally, thank you to all of the
people who travel from far and wide to join us for the
Burning Man. Your presence is what makes us work
that little bit more to make everything as perfect as
can be. See you all next year!

Upcoming Events

(The Burning Man before…)

Closed for Winter!

(and after.)

After watching the blaze for a short while, it was
time to make our way back home. With our
goodbyes quickly said, Lady Alys and I bade the
crowd a good night, and left.
Thanks again to Nik and Catalina for hosting; to
Kurgan the Mad for designing the Archery Shoot;
to Lady Alys, Catalina, Madame Clara and all the
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